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ScEJlars who have' deal* with Eagliih word-formation, historically or

synchronically (e.g. jespersen 1909-49, Koziol 1937, Francis 1963, Marchand

1969, Quirk et al. 1972, Adams 1973, Williams 1975), have all included some-
.

discussion of coining words by abbreviation, generally under the headings

of acronyms, back-formations, and cliooinns (Jespersenis "stump words" )

These topics, however; get comparativery brief treatment in the total

account of morphology- -Marcharid, for example, devotes some le pages to them

in a book of 370 pages, Adages 13 out of 210 pages-Ad the authors seem to

be morelconcerned with giving examples of the products than with exarhining

the processes. In this article I want to explore the ways in whiChpiggir

words become shortened and how the results resemble the source words--
.

4

.phonologically, grammatically, and semantically. The discussion is limited

to English, but the processes discussed are by no means so limited.

. Js

In our daily use of language we produce andfwg process numerous utterances,

many of them trite Pndigackneyed, no doubt, but many'others are novel and

fresh. Sentence production is, in general, a conitaracreaton: New wires

come into existence much more rarely, and they come in a limited number of

ways. They may come into existence by pure inveption, but this is rare;

kodak and 'nylon are the standard exarplesof words which seamto have sprung

fullblown from the minds of their originat ors. . More typically, new words

are borrowed frfim another language or they are fashioned from elements s'

already present in the language. 'D6'coupnge and mdcram;'will do as recent-
.

A
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examples of words which have been adopted from one language, French, and

adapted to another language, English,. Tattlethoe and whirlybird are fairly

recent examples of words which represent new arrangements of existing ,

morphemes. In between the pure borrowing and the new composition of

existing material one may recognize another kind of neologism, words-

1,

concocted fiom Latin and Greek elements, such'es defenestration, vasoactive,

'helicopter, and psychedelic. But no strict,separation of classical

combinations and native combinations is possible, for Latin, Greek, Old

French and native English often mix freely: aorobusiless, biodeoradable,

hyperactive, television, etc. W

When'wqrds are created by compositiCn, it seems generally to be for

the purpose of naming new phenomena, as in the case ofFTelicoeter, alias.
-

whirlybird,' or aorobusiness. When words are,createby decompositigp, by

shortening; it is often a matter of finding a new designation for some

phenomena or concept which already has a name (for example, copter from

'helicopter, agrobiz from aoxohuiinets,), but many times the new name comes

to have a meaning of, its own. -

Words may be ;rode by decomposition and composition --the so-called

blends, of which motel (motor 4 hotel), brunCh (breakfast lunch), and

.

.n.casr (vitae + Iss) are well - .known examples. I consider blends to be

multiple clippings and, will not discuss them separately here.f The various
. .

kinds of word-shortening are intermixed in actual usage; radar is an 4,

acronym (radio detection and ranging); lidar is a blend of light and
.1
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%moor --a blend o a word and an acronym; .quasar (Quasi -stellar) is a blend

of two clippings; rwlsdr (pulse ,+ quasar) blends-a word with a clipping.

But, are these classifications really'important? One suspects that any

. legidal novelty is likely to influence the formation of others, but in

various Ways. In -the paragraphs that follow 4 discuss acronyms, back-formations,

. and clippings, especially the last, and I suggest that.the distiaction
eAt "

between back-fprmation
A
is nCt an essential one.

'

An acronym is a word which is devised froin the written form of a

lexiealsonstruction. A construction, by _definition, cbnsists of more than

one Octipheme; a writtenconstruction consists(usually, of tore than one

written word; ao acronym is formed from the first le1tter or letters of each

major word--but see below. There are two types of acronyms, the kind 3.ike

USA, FBI, ICErl, in which one recites the first letter of of each major word

in the construction or major morpheme,, as in the case. of Int5r-continr tal

Ballistic Missile, and the type like UNESCO, NATO, .HUD, ,in which one "sounds

.
out" the initial letters or a little bit more. Both kinds ere based on

writing but influenced by speech; they do not make t6"ntrastivause of

capital and small letters (e.g. .FDI vs. fbi) no; of punctPation marks (FBI

for instaZ) much less different kinds of type, since such

visual contrastsdo not transYaie into speeCh diff%rences.

. . .

*The leiter-recitation .ey'peof acronym, as hag been'said, contains one

le
. . .

.
iletter for each major word.in the construction, but there is no absolute

.determination%of what a major word is, end there are a few instances of

0
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two letters oc urring for a single word, lik tb (altern t.b., TB,

or T.B.) for ID for identificat"on, and TV for television.
.

tuberculosis,
. ,

Such acronyms axle pronounced with maximum ;tr ss on the last letter-nathe

r \ 4
.

(4, Rue, YMCA). There are no constraints 'on host letters may co-occu,

l

even repetitions of the same letter being perm tted: AAUP, IWW, etc. The
.

only constraint would seem to be in length, mos such acronyms containing

between two and five letters. (Six letter acro s like SPBCISk, the

SoCiety for the RreservationSof Barbarshoo Quart Singing in America, ere

facetious.) Repeated letteri may be vocalized w th the words double or

A

.

triple: Triple-A for the American Automobile Association and other organizations,

N-double-A-C-P for the National Association for'th Advancemeht of Colored

. People, I-double-O-F for the 'International Organiz tion of Odd Fellows.

- The prpgounced acronym is thus phonologically rathe remote, in many instances,

1 .

from whet one would say in the long form. The fact that some acronyms are

based on Latin (a.m., p.m., til:D., Ph.D.) contributes'to the 'phonological

distance between acronym and usual equivalent, as do he vagaiies.of English
1

1

spelling (compare a.k.a for Also known121). I

)

1

1

The ]otter- sounding type of acron has to confo to the phanotacticL-

norms of the language. So, forlxnmple the Student V nviolent Coordinnt n

21 Committee, which could be just t7N-4 4n, one type of a ronym, becomes, ih

the other type of acronym, [srlik) with t e two C's redU ed ti) one value, [k],
i

i .
/

and a vowel imported. One may ask why t in particular volvelo and where did

it come from? When FWO-T-6? for ,the'Rese ve OffiCers Training Coops, is

41,

a
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translated into the lettersounding type of acrohiri, it fray be realized as

.(riltsi.] or [rktsi], which suggests that there is considerable freedom as

( .

to what voWel sound is added and whether or not a vowel sound is added.

. Little words likeof and in, espvially the former, may be used to feed~WY

in vowels when thesefire.needed, or they may be ignored when no such need

exists; the Congresv, of Racial Eouality becomes not CRE but CORE, which
,

is not Only pronounceable but an existing word; The Department of Transobrtation

is DOT; the Im± of Enclish as a Foreign Lannuaoe becomes TOEFL [t6fal]

,b6cause TEFL [tifal] already means Teaehina Enolish as a Foreign Language,.

,a contrastin; but obviously related designation. Various portions of the .

source term Way be included in the acronym; witness AMESLAN [x:maslk.n]
.

14.1 S 1 x IT
, ;

for American Sion Language; CREEP for theiofamous Committee to Reelect
.

.
4

the President; such bureaucratic designations as the Navy's
.

AdComSukant

. for Administrative Commend, Suhmerine Forces, Atlantic Fly eet; such trade

names as Panagra, Socony: and Texaco; and such geographical.names as

rte{ 1)

Delmarva and Texerksna.. In many obvious cases .the acronym does not juit

".result"from an'established oame; rather, the source term is chosen in

order to lead toa particular acronym, not merely pronounceable but in

.
:tome way significant. jt is hard to imagine, for example, that the name

.

.Women-A2pointed for Volunteer Eitleroency Service, originating`in World War

:; Tt, wads chosen for an purpose other than to yield WAVES, or that the term
A

' 60o6erative for Am idan Remittances to Europe could have been selected

_fxpept,to lead to a more frequent appelation, CARE. In sumftary, acronymt
-

,

"4" 4'.

/'

e1 a
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of the type we have called lettersounding must be pronounceable within
0

the existing canons of pronounceability; being pronounceable they may

coincide with existing words, and sometimes such a coincidence is favored

for the semantic association: Acrdnyms are sedOndary designations,

inasmuch as an acronym must be derived from a more. primitive name or term,

bkithe acronym may well outperform and outlast its source.

The term back formation Ras been devised to refer to obvious historical

instances of one kind of shortening. The nouns editor, scavenodr, sculptor,

existed first; the verbs edit, scavenge, sculpt. were created by cutting

4

away an apparent suffix. In our own times we have seen the same process

applied to give us babvsit from babysitter and buttl prom butler.,

Similarly, in.Viddle English the mass nouns pease and cherise wire interpreted,

as pltiral forms and new singular fo;m4, a and cherry, came into existence.

Back formation is, then, the opposite of composition in a waylbut it Is

liite composition as a &recess whfCh confirms the existence of a paradigm,

inflectiohal or derivational, and adds a new" item to that para digm. "It

should'be noted, howevor, that new constructi ons come into, existence without

.

anything ever being cut away; on the model of maratheih, pres6mably, we have
,

. ,

(

th2a7athon, S*11.AtI:911, walkgthon; cavalcadh kids to motor&de; yinterioate_ '

v.
\.

is responsible, lexically, for Koreaoate. Element'e like athor l, month,
,

\ .

/4-Nand ads (with thelmeaning "political scandal") are what Wheeler (08)

.: :..."' .

A

has aptly termed "as if" morphemes.

In the usual treatments of wordformation the.-Ceriri\blit formation is

7

1.1 4..

.

A'
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used for instances, like those just cited, in which the material removed -

has obvious status (es a morpheme, and the term clipaing refers to subtraction .

of material which is not obviously morphemic, as when gymnasium is reduCed

to or telephone tb phone. .This distinction is not always so evident,

however; does the verb enter come from enthusiasm or enthusiast, and in

,either case is the part removed a morpheme? There a verb liaise formed

from liaison; what is the status of the portior; cut off? Adams: (1973: 135>

restricts the term. clipping to "theprocess by which a word of4two or more

syllables (usually\a noun) is_ ortened without a ahange in its function,

taking place," but, es will be, shown beloW, there are numerous instances

of functional change, grammatical and semantic, which accompany the removal

of phonic (and graphic) matter- theft has no,morphemic status.

Marchaivi (1969: 364-5) points out that, though examples of dipping

can be found from Shakespeemts time on, the phenomenon is a modern one,

favored by the "headline style of newspapers with its err.vins for short

_words*" Whatever the favoring factors) may be, nJ one can )Ielp 'noticing

the frequency of Clipped forms today. We hear about a disco, a 29.e. concert,

a lube job; we hear samcthing.described as delish or fab or nervy. You

may recall the first time you en9ountered one or more such abbreviated

form. Perhaps you heard a weather repbrt on thk, radio which included the 41

.

news that the chane of arecio (prlsIpj was near zero for that day, and

you'understood immediately. We can recognize three factors involved.

when a new clipped formi is launched and is accepted as the equivalent

41,

r
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O

of its source word. First,.tlie short form has to resemble its source in some

fairly unambiguous way. Second, th abbreviated form appears in a context,

linguistic and/or pragmatic, in which the source word is customary and

therefore in some sense anticipated. Finally, there is the fact that we are

used to this phenomenon in our Use of language. The process of clipping is

not a one-time event, not is it haphazard. It is accomplished by 'certain

processes which ate familiar to speaker and hearer (or witer and reader).
0

YI

The fact that there are.precesses is important, for many clipped forms

must be ephemeral 02 local (Trib for a particular newspaper, t fora certain

,theater, Cap for a hockey team) or otherwise specialized (Gerietalltionly

garage men refer to sheck'absorbers as shocks). The products pf the processes

do not have t e lw,rned one by one. Theprocess of clipping is applied,

obviously, to speciriel6xicel items but.it must be related to more general

processes in the language which also yield shortened utterances. There are,

for instance, phonological processes which result in the "slurred" pronunciation

of sentences and fbrmulas in frequent use; [gmilrnni as a rendition of good

morning, LwernIni for Wait a minute, or the store clerk's [me 3 ifjpyl.t] for

Max I fieln mik2. This kind of shortening, is utteronce-snycific. There is

another kind of phonic abbreviatieb which may be called context-socific.,

the deletion of one or more segt*nts in a particular kind of environment.
s of . /

For example, a three-syllable'pronuncia-iion of faMilv, history, memory) salary,
. .

ir -,

alternates, with ;any or us, with a two - syllable pronunciation of the same
.

-words. The shorter forms are derived from tae longer by a single rule--
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'roughly, delete an unstressed vowel in a pc4ttonic syllable" which is itself.

followed by an unstressed syllable (see. Zwicky 1972 fdr a more precise

description of this rule, Kypriotaki 1970 for description o£ another

.
contextspecific process, losi of initial unstressed syllables). Some

historical, ippings (e.g. bet, cute, fend, s ill,from abet, acute, defend,

distill, respectively) may well have ..ome about from such a phonological

process, but to underStand the phenomenon of clipping we need to ldok

farther.

Another kind of shortening process, syntactic in mature, called ellipsis,

applies to specific construction types. This appears to be more relevant
. .,

.for our investigation. tOne,s6ch instance of ellipsis deletes a odiOn.after a

modifying adjective or noun, mostly when the head noun is'a generic term and

the modifier is specific.,- Thus, in I'd like some of the Spanish., the

reference may be to Spanish onions, Spanish peanuts, Spanish wine, or whatever.

When the eXlipted noun is plural 4nd the modifier does not endin a sibilant

consonant, the sign of plurality may move forward; so Bermudas equal's

. Bermuda onions or Bermuda shorts, finals may mean final examinations, primaries

can refer to primary elections, and so on.

All these elliptic forms contain more informc.tibn than they display.

The full meanings are in the underlying source forms, the deep structures,

which are recoverable from context. It sometimes happens, however, that the

head noun becomes lostentirely and the original modifier takes on the meaning

of the whole phrase. Who remembers now that a corsage, was originally a

corsage (i.e., body) flower, or that. a brownstone was once a brownstone front
4

A
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house?, In similar fashion adjectives like capiti1, periodical, private,

principal, and variable have been promoted to the status of nouns by
4

. deletion of something following.

After a phrpse or compound ,undergoes ellipsis, the result may in turn

undergo clipping. Sometimes the path seems obviode; a permanTt wave becomes,

in some people's English; a permanent, which becomes, in other people's

tngliihs_ a am. In other instances the derivation is not so clear;.mt

if 4comes from public house, but was there an intermediate stage? And if so,

what was it? Or does it matter? One thing is certain; the greater the

amount of phonic deletion, the greater the semantic load which is borndby

whattlemains. We return to this theme below.
c

Why does clipping occur? Because people liketo play with language,

and clipping is apparently as.pleasurable as pUhning, rhyming, alliterntion,

and the like. Perhaps alsb because there is pleasure ih fashion, prestige

in being able to recognize and use linguistic novelties.

bicause it is possible; language has reduhdancyn and some

can be removed without impeding communication.

-Loss of,redundancy lends to loss of contrastiveness:

and, liberTtion nre quite diffexent; lab and lib are quite

First of all, though,

redundant maIerial

The words laboi.atory

;

similar. Homophony,

complete loss of contrast, is Common in clipped fOrms: ad, dependingon context,

can stand for rdministration or nHVertisement; sub does duty for sutmnrine Or

substitute; vet means vdternn or vOterinnrian. So, too, a clipped form max",

coincide with an existing word: bellsnow means bellbbttom trousers in addition

.

m

I
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*k.

gob

to things that ring;-coke/can mean cocaine, and a tompo.may be a tcimporary

building; and nerk,.the clipped form of narcotics matt is identical with
. --

. ,

an earlier word, of Acstrallan origin, meaning an anl:roying person' arid
.

. with-a'Dritih slang terml.of Romanyrorigin, for 'a polioe,informer'
.

41.
L.

t,.

(RandontHouse U abridged Dictionary, s.v.).
4
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I I

Though I have called clipping a procesa, it wouldbe'audacious to

$
suggest that the process is simple and straightforward, something which can

be stated in an uncomplicated rule. Nobody can opredict what termsare likely
.

,. .

io'be sb shortened nor how the shortened formi will "catch OR" and spread.
...

' Nor can tie precise shape of the shoitening be predicted,. where the'cut '

» ,

will be made, how much retained, how much discarded.. However, in estigation
4

shows that some possibilities are greater than others. There ate. arious
. 1

prcbabalities when big wards are creatively shortened---\.

Previous treatments of the topic have noted that most clipped forms

come.fiom the initial part of their sttrce words, some froM"the

portion, and-afew from the middle. Actually, I know of only ti:Jo examples

in which the clipping derives from the Middle: fjj_J from influenza and fridae
*. . .

from r.efriarator. Adams (1973, p. 136) also cites script for prescription;

I suspect thi ies unfamiliar to most Amerilans es it is to me. As for,

those which aAe from the end of-their.respective'source 'words, there is'a

goodly niimber'clf historical clippings to record: (n)bet,

(ac)coon, (0E141.1, (de)fence, (de)fend, (e0,012(e), (a)mend, (2)9.11,

(Opossum, (spite,. (sli)sport, (Hsu, (di)still,-(14)storx,.(e)stranoe,

(at)tend, (cera)van, (ad)venture, (peAlg. The <only rodent bxamples I '

hare come across are: Chm4urncr, earti)choke, (heli)cootqr, (anYdroid,

(cants )lose, (chrv!lnnthe)mum, (tele)phone, and (.air)pleinte. All others

that can be dealt with here come from thefritial part of the soave word.

fl.

fee
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.-
Generally the clipOed'form

.

is, as one would exeect, 43 prominont.part '

.
. )

.

of the source word, butit is not necessarily from the portion which has

maximum stress in thesource word... It may come from a part of the word

.
,

which has middle stress (Trager and Smith's tertiary stress, here indicated
. .

4. . .
.

by the grSve accent mark), as in Ilb(erAtion), mIth(emAtics), (hgli)cOpter,
.

!

,

itgleph;ne

Most clipped forms are one syllable long: bechh lab, 1,114., 21190 urns,

et, and many more that have been mentioned or will be mentioned below.

4
Clipped forms of two or three syllables/fall into four typis. (There are.

none that I know of which have more than three syllables, and even the

threesyllable ones are not common.). first, there is the type which has

a final vowel [i], orthograph.cally or ie. This final vowel may .

be part of the source word or an adeition to it ho distinction is made

here. Examples;
1

alky (alcdholic aftlict)

Aussie ustralian)

benny (benzedrine tablet).

Caddy/ ie (Cadillac)

carny (carnival worker)

Chevy (Chevrolet)

Cincy (Cincinnati)

civvies (civilian clothes)

comfy .(comfortable)

1
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e. V

..,.
'" commie/ C- t(commUnist)

deli (dtlicatessen), . 4.

divvy .' ldvid&):
.

i i
t a ,..

i

(handkerchief).
..-

hanky
-

Indy (the Indianapolis Speedway)

..
juvey, juvey (juvenile delinquent) .-

'nervy , ee'77:. 41

t '.

(marvelous;

middy (midshipM,in) i

movie (moving picture)

I 3

nightie 4 (nightgown)

-
Okie (Oklahoman, especially a migrant froint.

that state in the 1901041,

Philly (Philadelphia)

preemie (premature baby)

41
telly [Br.) ,(television)

undies (underclothes).

A bit less common is the type which ends with a vowel [oh, either.as'

a portion of the original term or as an e dition2

aggro Dr.] (aggres4eness)

ammo (abimunition)

anthro (anthropol6gy)

combo (combination)

demo (demonstration [model], [political'.

demonstration}

t

01,

-.
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disco ,(discotheque)
,

.-.

hippo , (hippopotamus)
t

.

".%

%.
intro . (introduction)

.
o

.
t

limo 4,1i:mousine) .

4 40

, Spar (mayonnaise)

memo (memorandum)

.

mimdo (mimeograph)

.
.

mono : (mononucleosis)

4*. photo (photograph)

polio (poliomyelitis) .

promo (promotion)

rhino (rhinoceros)

19mo (slow-motion replay) 100

stereo (stereophonic-system)

tempo (temporary building).

Then -there is atype of clipped form with stress on the second syllable

. ,

(of twO) or thifd (pf ,three): binocs (= binoculars), delish (= delicious),

hi

exam (r. exbmi ation),-exec (=executiye officer), lenit (= legitimate),

°photon (= tographel), the British metric (= matriculation), and the

",
military term attrit, which is defined this way in The Barnhart Dictionary,

of New Ertlish since, 1963: "to wear down by attrition; weaken by harrossment
.

or abuse." The.fourth type of polysyllabic'clipping has primary stress

.,

(7

74 .
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.on the first syllable and middle stress on the second syllable.(of two) or
...

. 0

third (of Orate):
.

. ,. advert Dr.] (advertisement)

co -ed .(female studeA"in'a co-educational institution)

co-pp (cb-operative association)
. ,

: .
. .

econ , --(economics) .

1 ; .

intercom, (intercommunication system)

';4)6ncOm (poi-commissioned officer)

pr6fSb (prefabricated structure)

recap (recapitulation)

r6h1b (rehabilitation).

At- least some pf these Wera previouly pronounced with primary stress on

the,end syllable (e.g., advert, co-d), and it is perhaps significant that

-What I first heard as orecap I hive since heard several times rendered as

prec1R.

Most clipped forms are from the initial portion of the source word and

most are ons_vilable long. Moreover, mast ofthese end with a consonant.

Exceptions are rare the flu :hich was mentioned before and ast, for

professional, which, if it preserved the following consonant, Might not be

i distinct froin 02f., for professor. Almost always, then, when the source

word contains one consonant between its first vowel and its .second vowel,

the clipped form contains that consonant--the cut is made after that

intervocalic consonant. Examples: beaut(1), bod(x), chem(istrvf, .glg.(aret),
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[also pja. gy/c icmie] , c uc (umber ) [Orthogr.aph,ically Cylgjc ,., fed (Ipj.) y

.

.
.'' ''. .

(
> .

fem(inine), frat(ernitv), 122.(m.nese), lab(oratorvy lib(eration) [.= la( uil);

mathematics) [maths 'in British use], medical) r
B01(icins))) mod(ex1),

.

oacitentiary), majaratorv), Etafjessor)", '21214:(enede)( agjeree), I.
1. .(

1 .
.

SetIOnd),Ilis(id) [orthographically stupe],Lal(rometrv), ag(etable)k
.. ( .

( .
.

with a.plural sign attached: caps for ."capital letters," knucks for-alinuekles,"

mots for "mocassins." . .

When the source word.has a sequence of two cohson;nts.between its firgt

. ? .
.

and second vowels, the clipped form preserves both consonants or o ly the 1

/
1

w'
./

,..

first 'of them,,depanding oh their relative sonority. Generally iquids (1/ rn
« - ,

and glides (.1, w),pre more,sonorant than nasals (m, n),' and nasals are more

sonorant than obstrueuts (stops and fricafVes). When the sequence of conso ants '

. is such that a more sonorant consonant precedes a less sonorant one, both

consonants are preserved in the clipped form. When the second consonant
ti

is less sonorant than the first one,.or when the two consonants are of.

ki
the same degree of sonority, only the fist consonant appears in the

clipped form. When the se6Dnd consonant is less sonorant thetn the first

one, or when the two consonants'are of the same degree of sonority, only

the first is retained in the clipped formw Letts examine the specific cages:

Liquid followed by nasal: dorm(itory), 1022Janent), 29141(0orF9hv).

Liquid followed by obstruent: D2Wotics agent) [orthographically also 1140,

zus(Olate) [drthographieally perk], [orthographically

I212(nulin), kalt(entine). In all theta examples the liquid is r; I hnve 0
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only one example of 1 as first member Of tier, cluster; talc(um).

Nasal followed by obstruent: bronc(o), ouint(Uolet), fills(leton), lam(ire),

.1m0ire)., But the/phonological constraints of English have to be observed.

When a nonpermittcd final cluster would Occur, there is a different

treatment. Both-convict and confidence"(in the phrase confidence artist)

are clipped to con.. English has no final sequence of nv or b4-1f, so that

11

neither *conli nor *conf would be a possible word. We may note, too, that

combo (from combination) must have an added vowel because the consonant
4a4,

cluster mb does not occur finally in modprn English: I have found only

one instance hf a source word with nasal obstruent whose clipped form

retains,the nasal but loses the obstruenil bennv, from benzedrine

Obstruent followed by nasal --the nasal.is not retained: ad(minitiation),

sub(mnrine), tech(noloqicrl institute). Obstruent followed by iquidt

lubricate) [orthographically ret(ropnlitan), mic(roehone orthographically

malj, nuc(lear weapon) [orthographicallyLAej, proOress), Em_(lic house),

silel(ranele), rec(reation), svnch(ronizetion), vib(ration)s [orthographically

vibes]. There is nothing suprising, of course,about the fact that the

nasal or liquid con,onant is dropped since such sequences as dm or br do

not occur in final pooition.in English words.

Obstruent followed by glide: I)-lave found only one instance ofa

clipped form in which the cut-hds been made between an obstruent and a

followihg [w], perks for perquisites. Examples of obstru6nt and a following

[y] itifiich is itself followed by the vowel [u]) hre morr'common: fnb(ulous),
. %

P22.(ul-Ar), rrgjul-tion)s, mil(utntion), Trih(une), vnc(uum).

4

.0
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Plithen kyi is lost after (d], palatalization does not occur.. Thus we have"
%,...;... 'z-4,and not suat-for graduate, and similarly Itlysed for physical eaucation,

.
i.

.
.

. .

., . sked"for schedule. Some might prefer to describe this in the framework of

.i

,. aereptive phonologsrand say that deletion of the abstract, underlying
-

. 1

segments following d occurs before a palatalization rule can take effect

4?

Others would say that -tAho clipping is influenCed by, orthography: the letters

following d are cut, away and the resulting stump -words are given the pronun=

ciation one would expect. The two modes of describing are of course not

irreconcilable. We should note that the clipped forms of sociolooi/, sereeant,

r4rigeratorf' and naturally--soshl, saroe, fridoe, and natch; respectively--

have palatal consonants in final poiition.

Meal followed by nasal: mal(nisium) is the only example I have

Examples of obstruent followed by obstruent are numerous: ed(vertisement),

Em(tain), docitor),,92(tic art), 22cjtoral muscle)s, 14a(ter), ImalitecloA

strep(tococcus). In each case the first obstruent is retuned, the second 4

cut away. It should be noted that such possible forms as cast, and doct '110 .

would be pronounceable within the general rules for permitted sequences of

consonants in English. But in, the process of dlipping there seems to be

a tendency to reduie to just one obstruent in final position, yielding forms

which require less effort to pronounce.

On the phonological side, then, the process of clipping exhibits

certain preferences: the short form is move' likely to be from the-beginning

of the source word than from the end, and more likely to be from the end,

thank from the middle; the clipped form is likely to be one syllable long,

2t,
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ac,if longer to fall into one o0:vdry4small number of patterns. If

monosyllabic, 4t is almost cert60 to end with one consonant; if it ends with

'two consona'its, the first is Ade sonorant then the second. The clipped form

shows all the phonological.copstraints which exist for longer words in the

language; in fact, clipped -forms are somewhat on the conservative side.

If, now, we turn to thegrammatical and semantic aspects ,of this '

shortening process, we fin4 considerably more variety among the products

of the process. In some cases the clipped form is essentially idemkical in.

meaning and range 'of use with the source form; sAdoes not differ appreciably

from gymnisiuml and I see no difference between a ref and a referee; 46h6

means the,same as mononucleosis, polio the same as poliomvelitis. In other

canes, however, the clipped -form is more restricted in occurrence and/Oi"in

w A

meaning than the word from which it is derived.. In still other cases the

phorter form has taken on wider use and additional meanings in a few easels

:LP the point of being no longer identical with the word from whence it came.

Restrict/6ns first. The word confidencehas been shortened to con, but

only in a few set phrases like col) artist, con .name; con does clot replace'

confidence in the full range of that words occurrences. Similarly, knucks

standi for knuckles but only after brass; lieutenant is shortened tolooev,

but only when first or second precedes; cm stands for optic, but only in the

terms1Lart, and for ppposite in the strange new name, cal ed, the page of a

newspaper opposite tile editorial page, which features articles by columnists;

esa means poiilar but occurs only in .201 art, Lgaculture.,'
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perhaps a few ethers; aug does duty for orooresstin the term grog report,
A

but does the clipped form odour otherwise? A recreation room becomes a
. .

rec room, but recreation is not reduced in any other context; synchronization

becomes synch in the phrases in synch, and out%aLsynch but not'much more.

. There are other less specific kinds of restriction. The word beauty,

for instance, can be an abstract non-countable noun or a concrete countable

one; beaut, as in She's a beaut is only a concrete countable. 'Combo is

from combination but only as a combination of musicians. Similarly, vibes

refers to mesical or mystical vibrations transmitted by some cong;n1n.

person, place, or event, but hardly to the vibrations of a freight train

passing close by. yam, a word of the 1920's, meant vampire; but only in

the secondary'sense of "seductive woman," not in the original sense of

"blood-sucking nocturnal vanderer from the grave." The word second ii an

ordinal number and also a unit of time; the clipped form se.g. hes only the

latter meaning. Cantain, doctor, and sister can be shortened doc,

and sig, respectively, but only; 1 think, as vocat:ves--rather irreverent

vocatives, in feet. More examples of such restrictions can easily be found.

The clipped form may, on the other hand, show an expansion in the use

or the meaning of the form from which it is derived. Consider, first, the

expansion of part-ofspeech. Divvy comps.,from the noun dividend, yet it

is usediboih as noun ca divvy) and as verb (to divvy 20. Similarly the

word Jag is both nouriond verb; does it come from both luhrcntion'and

lubricate, or just and of them with later expansion of the clipped form?

1.

4
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Whatever the answer* we may note that recap means both recapitulate and ,

recapitulation and that rehab means rehabilitate and rehabilitation.

Sometimes the part of speech does not expand but simply changes. The words

bachelor, psychology, ,rapport, and revolution are nouns; from them come*

respectively* the verbs to b_ ach it, to orych)Out, to az and ;la rev Iv

And we should add here that loAg* long ago the name Canterbury was
0

responsible for the shorter verb to canter. The adjective uncouth, as in

to 1-e uncouth, ,has strangely, upon.shortening, become a noun, to have (or

not have) couth, and the adjective stupid has likewise yielded a new noun,

,stune. dfhe other way.erouPd, from the noun c ion comes the adjective

cushy. ',suppose, too, one might say that streopys in strep throat* is

an adjective derived from the noun, streptococcus.
A

The clipped form sometires has a meaning rather different from that

of the. original word. Often the meaning difference is affective rather than
A

in denotation and accordingly hard to define. Such words es hankie, undies,

niahtie, haire a meaning that might be vaguely defined as "cuteness"

in addition to their straightforw rd denotations. 'Perhaps the snme is true

for such nouns as bod'for 1211y, run' for magazint121 for mayonnaise,

REn for, president and for adjectives like comfy, delith, fob, looney, and

marvy (respectively, comfort,b1r, delicious, fabulous, lunatic, marvelous).

There is certainly an affective meaning in such proper names as Ph .iv,

Cincyl Frisco, and Chi and in such names as Caddy* Chevy, or An. Names

for groups of people, such as Jaa or Noy, Aussie or Okie, may carry strong

0

C)
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c
'

attitudinal meanings, reflecting whateveF viewpoint the speaker has.
v . ../

1
t

1
Occasionally the clipped form hrip become semantically separated from

T R.:.

its source. word, as standard tliscdssion04 of this topic invariably pointrout.

A van is not now a caravan, a sports fan is not necessarily a fenet4 a whiz

is not really,a wizard, and nobody who attends a senior .morn nowadays will

be.likely to see a promenade. It is not necessarily the. clipped fort, which

shows a change of meaning; the.adjective mod appaiently encapsulated, a few

years ago, somebody's idea of what was modern; blot the meaning of modern is

always changing; the word mod is now somewhat pess4.

Finally, we have clipped formi which contain an added semantic feature

becausWapparently, they eometlom a phrase or compound through the processes

4.
of ellipks and clipping together. The word 2111, for instance, obviously

comes from alcoholic, but the semantic source is something like alcoholic

addicts(and not, for instance, alcoholic beverage); coed derives from

eoeducation(a1), but the meaning suggests that there was at some time a term

like coeOucational student, with an' implicit semantic-featdre "feminine."-
.

I .have a lilt of such clipped forms which derive, semantically at least,

from compounds or phrOes and which contain more meaning than they display:

caps.

carnie

civvies .

Camp

(capital letters)

(carnival worker)

(civilian clothes)

(comprehensive examination)

4S

a
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co-op

demo

fed

intercom

r (do-operative atsocidtion)
.

(demonstration model)

(federal government employee)

(intercommunication syptem)

juvie (juvenile delinquent)

nark (narcotics agent) ,

(non- commissioned officer)

nuke (nuclear weep*

(park-keeper)

pets (pectoral muscles)

perm (permanent wave)

'preemie (premature baby)

'prefab (prefabricated'building)

parkie (Br.)

premed (premedical student)

pub (public house)

slomo (slow-motion replay)

tempo (temporary building).

typo typographical error).

In shorti the forms in my data show a rather rigid conformation to phonological

.norms; the ways these fdrms are, used ere innovativedOunpredictable, creative.

p
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FOOTNOTE

. Earlier, partial versions bf this Soper were read at the Southeast

,Conference on Linguistics, University of Nor h Carolina at Greenville,. April

1977, and at the Fourth Interdisciplinary Conference on Lingujstics, University

of Louisville, April 1970. For valuable comments T am .indebteatto people

too numerous to count, much less name. F* invaluable help I am especially .

grateful to my colleague, Donna Jo Napoli.
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